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Microrefractometer Based on Off-Center Polymer
Caps Bonded Onto Optical Fiber Tips

Oskar Arrizabalaga , Joseba Zubia, and Joel Villatoro

Abstract—In this study, we report on a microscopic refrac-
tometer built with off-center polymer spherical caps bonded on
the end facet of a standard single-mode fiber (SMF). To achieve
such microcaps, sub nanoliter amounts of UV-curable polymer
were deposited onto the tip of SMFs that were cleaved with small
angles. The working mechanism of our devices is explained as the
interference of two Gaussian beams. High-contrast (visibility) in-
terference patterns were achieved by optimizing the size of the
polymer microcaps. The microrefractometers introduced here can
operate over a broad wavelength range from 800 to 1600 nm ap-
proximately. The measuring refractive index range of our devices
goes from 1 up to the index of the polymer. The refractive in-
dex sensitivity is high (∼10−4) over the whole measuring range.
Temperature and refractive index cause two distinct effects on the
interference patterns. Thus, our microrefractometers can be tem-
perature self-compensated. Owing to the microscopic size of the
refractometers, they can be ideal candidates to monitor refrac-
tive index in small spaces such as microfluidic channels. Other
microsensors can be developed with suitable polymers or other
materials that can be bonded on optical fiber tips.

Index Terms—Interferometry, microsensors, optical fiber sen-
sors, polymer cavities, refractive index sensing, refractometers.

I. INTRODUCTION

R EFRACTIVE index (RI) is a unique characteristic of sub-
stances, thus, its measurement or monitoring is crucial

in a myriad of industrial or scientific applications. For more
than a century, the most successful technique to measure the
RI of liquids consists of determining the critical angle in an
internal reflection configuration [1]–[3]. To do so, sophisticated
opto-mechanical or digital instruments are necessary. Such in-
struments (refractometers), typically use a fixed wavelength,
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involve a high-RI prism, and a system to heat or cool the
sample.

Refractometers based on critical angle measurements can
measure RI over a broad range, typically from 1 up to an index
close to that of the glass the prism is made of [1], [2]. The resolu-
tion that such refractometers achieve is between 10−3 to 10−5 .
Miniaturization of prism-based refractometers to microscopic
dimensions without sacrificing resolution and measuring range
has been challenging. Therefore, refractometers based on crit-
ical angle measurements are not suitable for new or emerging
applications. For example, they cannot be used to monitor RI in
microfluidic environments [6]–[8] or other small spaces.

Refractometers based on optical fibers have been proposed
as an alternative to prism-based ones. Due to the high quality
and microscopic dimensions of optical fibers, these types of
refractometers are considered good candidates for the new chal-
lenges in refractometry. Current fiber-based refractometers (RI
sensors) can be classified in three main categories. The first one
exploits the interaction of evanescent waves of the guided light
with the liquid or sample under study. Such interaction can be
achieved with tapered or polished fibers [8]–[13] mode interfer-
ometers [14]–[18] or gratings [19]–[24]. The second category
is based on Fabry- Perot interferometry (FPI) [25]–[30]. The
last category exploits the RI dependence of Fresnel reflection
coefficients [31]–[35].

The main disadvantage of refractometers based on evanes-
cent wave interaction is the fact that they provide high resolu-
tion (higher than 10−4) only for indices close to the RI of the
fiber cladding [8]–[24] which is typically around 1.45. More-
over, the zone of interaction has a length of several millimeters,
and even of centimeters. In addition, they are highly sensitive
to temperature for which they require a temperature compen-
sation mechanism. On the other hand, refractometers based on
FPI measure either shift or visibility changes of an interference
pattern as a function of RI [25]–[30]. The drawback of most
FPI-based refractometers proposed until now is their limited
RI measuring range, their ambiguity, i.e., two distinct indices
can give the same value of visibility, or the complex fabrication
process to achieve uniform cavities. On the other hand, refrac-
tometers based Fresnel reflections tend to require complex inter-
rogation to fully compensate fluctuations of the optical source
or to uncontrollable losses in the optical fiber [31]–[35].

In this work, we demonstrate a cost-effective and accurate
interferometric fiber optic microrefractometer. It comprises an
off-center polymer microcap as the key element. The fabrica-
tion of our microrefractometer is simple and reproducible. The
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the off-center polymer microcap; d is the height of
the microcap and θ is the cleave angle of the SMF. (b) Schematic representation
of the set-up used to monitor the fabrication process and to interrogate the
samples. The micrographs show the sensor fabrication steps. (c) Micrograph of
an SMFwith a 40 μm-long polymer cap. SLD is superluminescent diode, SMF,
single mode fiber, FOC, fiber optic coupler, and PC, personal computer.

microcap is achieved by dispensing sub nano-liter amounts of
UV-curable polymer onto the end face of a conventional single
mode fiber (SMF) which is cleaved at a small angle. The refer-
ence beam of the microinterferometer is the light reflected from
the SMF-polymer interface and the sensing beam is the light
reflected from the polymer-liquid (sample) interface. We found
that the small cleave angle along with the size and shape of the
polymer microcap were crucial to tailor the contrast or visibility
of the interference patterns.

The distinct features of the microrefractometers introduced
here include, i) microscopic size; ii) operation over a wide wave-
length range, from 800 to 1600 nm, approximately; iii) broad
RI measuring range without ambiguity; from 1 up to a RI close
to the index of the polymer; iv) high sensitivity (10−4) over
the whole measuring range; v) self-compensation of tempera-
ture, thus, eliminating heating or cooling systems or additional
reference temperature sensors.

We believe that with suitable polymers that can be bonded on
the tip of an optical fiber, the concept and approach reported here
can be used to develop a myriad of microsensors for chemical
or physical parameters, such as gases, pressure, etc.

II. DEVICE CONCEPT AND FABRICATION

Our device consists of a polymer microcap bonded on the
cleaved end of a single mode fiber (SMF) whose core diame-
ter was 4.4 or 9 μm and the cladding diameter was 125 μm.
An illustration of the device is shown in Fig. 1(a). To achieve
reproducible devices we implemented the set up depicted in
Fig. 1(b). Our set up included two 3-axis optical fiber alignment
stages (ULTRAlignTM from Newport), a super luminescent
diode (SLD) with peak emission at 850 or 1550 nm as a light
source, and suitable optical fiber couplers. In addition, our set
up had a compact spectrometer (I-MON 512 USB from Ibsen
Photonics, or a CCS175/M from Thorlabs) and a CMOS camera
(DCU224C from Thorlabs) connected to a personal computer.
In this manner, we could monitor the fabrication process in real
time.

The first step of the fabrication process was the cleaving of
two SMFs. One of the SMFs was used as a dispensing fiber and
the other was the SMF on which we wanted to bond the polymer
microcap. To cleave the SMFs we used a cleaver from Fujikura,
model CT-32. Such a cleaver provides a typical cleave angle of
∼0.5°. The cleaved angles were inspected in a fusion splicer
(Fujikura 100P+). For higher reproducibility, we believe that
a fiber polishing machine can be used as in such machines the
angle of the fiber facet can be selected or fixed.

After the cleaving process, the SMF tips where cleaned with
alcohol in an ultrasonic cleaner. The tip of the SMF used as dis-
penser fiber was dipped into liquid polymer (NOA81, Norland
Products Inc.). After withdrawing the SMF from the polymer, a
liquid micro-droplet was formed on the SMF tip, but the sides
of the SMF were also coated with polymer, see Fig. 1(b). Due to
gravity or vibrations, the liquid polymer on the SMF sides can
reach, in a matter of seconds, the fiber tip and may increase the
size of the droplet. To avoid this, we placed the SMFs in vertical
position.

The following step was the deposition of polymer on the SMF
that was used as microrefractometer. To do this, the SMF with
the polymer droplet and the other SMF were placed face to
face and were aligned with the aforementioned 3-axis stages.
To place the polymer cap only on the SMF facet, we launched
light through FOC to the uncoated SMF and analyzed the inter-
ference pattern with the spectrometer, see Fig. 1(b). Due to an
air gap between the facet of the uncoated SMF and the polymer
droplet, an interference pattern was observed. The alignment
was optimal when the interference patterns have high contrast.
Next, the SMF with polymer on the tip was moved towards the
other SMF until the polymer micro-droplet touched the end face
of the uncoated SMF; see Fig. 1(b). The dispensing SMF was
then moved away from the other SMF.

Due to surface tension, the polymer dispensed onto the SMF
face formed a spherical microcap. From the micrograph shown
in Fig. 1(b), it can be noted that the polymer cap is formed
only on the end face of the SMF. The final step of the fabrica-
tion process consisted in solidifying the polymer microcap. The
NOA81 is a polymer that is cured fast with UV light (365 nm).
We found that an exposure of the microcap to UV light (CS2010
from Thorlabs) during 30 seconds was sufficient to solidify the
polymer. It is important to point out that the bonding between
the SMF and the polymer was permanent and strong.

After the UV curing process, the microcaps were inspected
with an optical microscope. After a single deposition process,
the height of the polymer microcap was ∼15 μm. As the diame-
ter of the SMF is 125 μm, thus, the volume of polymer deposited
onto the SMF is ∼ 0.15 nano-liters. To increase the size and vol-
ume of the microcaps we repeated the dispensing process. The
deposition of liquid polymer on solid polymer is possible. With
our technique, the height of the caps increased at approximately
10 μm each time the dispensing process was repeated. However,
the microcaps could not increase to arbitrary dimensions. We
observed that SMFs with caps whose height was higher than
45 μm exhibited poor interference patterns, probably due to the
strong curvature of the caps. We will see later that for accu-
rate refractometry the fringe contrast of interference patterns is
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important. Thus, the fabricated microcaps had a height between
20 and 45 μm.

In the literature, different methods to fabricate polymer opti-
cal elements, such as microlenses [36] and single or composite
microcavities [37]–[40] onto the facet of a SMF have been re-
ported. The deposition techniques so far reported involve mul-
tiple steps such as metal evaporation, manual or dip coating
processes, and chemical etching. None of such methods allows
the monitoring of the fabrication process in real time. In addi-
tion, the face of the SMF must be flat to achieve uniform cavities
or lenses with a well-defined shape. A substantial difference of
our technique with those previously reported is the fact that
we use a SMF cleaved at a small angle that makes the single
polymer microcap to be off center. Later, we will discuss the
advantages of our approach.

III. OPERATION PRINCIPLE

The SMF with a polymer microcap bonded on its cleaved end
depicted in Fig. 1(a) can be treated as a two-beam interferometer.
As the fiber used is single mode, the two beams that participate in
the interference will be considered as Gaussian beams [41]–[43].
The reflection from the SMF-polymer interface is the reference
beam of the interferometer. The sensing beam is the fraction of
light that is coupled to the SMF core from the reflection from
the polymer-external medium interface.

Let us suppose that the Gaussian beam that propagates in
the SMF core has a waist radius of ω0 and an amplitude E0 .
Such a beam is partially reflected at the SMF-polymer interface.
According to the electromagnetic theory of light, the amplitude
of the reflected (reference) beam can be denoted as Er1 and can
be expressed as:

Er1 = r1E0 . (1)

In Eq. (1), r1 is the amplitude reflection coefficient which
depends exclusively on the refractive indices of the polymer
(np) and the SMF core (nc) as r1 ≈ (np − nc)/(np + nc). The
Gaussian beam that leaves from the SMF core broadens due
to diffraction. It reaches the polymer-external-medium inter-
face with a waist radius of ω1 = ω0 [1 + (dλ/πnpω2

0 )2)]1/2 and
an accumulated phase φ = 2πnpd/λ. In these expressions, d
is the height of the polymer microcap and λ the wavelength
of the optical source. The transmitted Gaussian beam suffers
Fresnel reflection from the polymer-external-medium interface.
The amplitude of the reflected beam (Er2) can be expressed as
Er2 = r2E0(1 − r1) exp(−iφ). The amplitude reflection coef-
ficient, r2 , depends exclusively on np and the refractive index
of the external medium (ne) as r2 ≈ (np − ne)/(np + ne). The
waist radius of the reflected Gaussian beam that reaches the
SMF core can be denoted as ω2 . The latter can be expressed
in a similar manner than ω1 . It is important to point out that
the expressions for r1 and r2 are valid for quasi-perpendicular
incidence.

In an ideal case, all the optical power of the reflected beam
from the polymer-external medium interface is coupled in the
SMF core. However, due to the broadening of the Gaussian
beam along with the angular misalignment of the two reflecting

surfaces, only a fraction of optical power can be coupled to the
SMF core. The amplitude of the reflected beam that is coupled
back to the SMF core can be expressed as:

Ec = ηr2E0(1 − r1)
2exp (−i2ϕ) . (2)

In Eq. (2), η is the coupling coefficient. It depends on the
cleave angle of the SMF, np , d, λ, ω0 , and ω2 , it can be calculated
with Eqs. (A7) and (A8) given in Ref. [42]. In Eq. (2), we have
assumed that the polymer is transparent in the wavelength range
in which we carried out the measurements. Note that Ec can be
considered as the sensing beam of the interferometer.

The amplitude of the total reflected field (ET ) is then the sum
of the reference (Er1) and the sensing beam (Ec). This means,

ET = E0

[
r1 + ηr2(1 − r1)

2 exp(−i2ϕ)
]
. (3)

The total reflected intensity that can be measured is then
|ET |2 which, by defining Ir = (ET /E0)2 , can be expressed as:

Ir = r2
1 + η2r2

2 (1 − r1)4 + 2ηr1r2(1 − r1)2 cos(2ϕ). (4)

The fringe visibility (V) of an interference pattern is defined as
the difference over the sum between the maximum and minimum
of Ir. Thus, from Eq. (4), V is derived as

V =
4η(1 − r1)

√
r1r2

2r1 + 2η2(1 − r1)
2r2

. (5)

From Eq. (5), it is clear that the liquid or sample RI (ne)
can be calculated by monitoring the maxima and minima of the
reflection spectra. To do so, a low-resolution spectrometer can
be used. Note also that the coupling factor plays an important
role on V, hence, on the performance of the refractometers.

The RI of the SMF and the polymer depend on the wavelength
of the optical source. For a conventional SMF such a dependence
is well known. According to the polymer manufacturer, np =
A + B/λ2 + C/λ4 , with A = 1.5375, B = 8290.45, and C =
−2.11046 × 108 . Thus, at λ = 1550 nm, np = 1.5409.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the literature, there are published works that describe inter-
ferometers fabricated at the tip of an optical fiber for refractive
index sensing [27]–[30], [40]. The main drawbacks of such
works is the need of complex fabrication process to achieve
composite or micro-structured cavities [27]–[30], the limited
range of indices that can be monitored, or the ambiguity of the
measurements. For example, two different indices give the same
value of visibility [40]. In addition, the effect of temperature is
not fully compensated. Therefore, there is need of miniature
fiber optic refractometers that rival in performance to those pre-
viously reported without the drawbacks mentioned above. Such
needs motivated the present work. We placed special emphasis
on the design of the microinterferometers and on their fabrica-
tion. Next, we discuss our results.

In Fig. 2(a) we show the theoretical value of Ir for different
values of ne when η = 0.18. In Fig. 2(b) we show V versus RI
for different values of η. The dashed- and dotted-line curves
shown in Fig. 2(b) could represent the cases of efficient cou-
pling. This means, the case when the external surface of the
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Fig. 2. (a) Spectra at different refractive indices (ne) calculated from Eq. (4)
when η = 0.18. (b) Theoretical visibility vs refractive index for different
values of η.

polymer microcap is parallel or well aligned to the facet of the
SMF. Such a situation can be achieved when the cleave angle
(θ) of the SMF is 0° and the caps are small [40], [41]. Note that
in this case, the dependence of V on ne is nonlinear. As a result,
two different indices given the same value of V. This ambiguity
make refractometers with centered polymer microcaps imprac-
tical [40]. However, when the polymer microcap is off center,
see the continuous line of Fig. 2(b), the ambiguity is eliminated
or minimized.

Based on the previous analysis, we fabricated several samples
in which the cleave angle of the SMF was 0.5° approximately.
Such a cleave angle is the typical value that is provided by the
cleaver we used. The deposition of polymer on the SMF tip
was as described above. To evaluate our microinterferometers
as a RI meters, we immersed the polymer-coated SMF tip in
calibrated refractive index liquids (from Cargille Labs). Due
to limitations, the calibration was done from 1.40 to 1.49 in
steps of 0.1. Between consecutive measurements, we cleaned
the SMF tip and ensured that the interference pattern returned
to its baseline. The measurements were carried out at constant
temperature (26.7 °C).

In Fig. 3, we show some spectra observed at different indices.
Due to the Gaussian emission of the light source used in the
experiments the peaks of interference pattern have not the same
amplitude. However, it can be seen how the interference pattern

Fig. 3. Visibility as a function of refractive index observed in a sample with
a cap of d = ∼40 μm. The dotted line is the theoretical value calculated from
Eq. (5) when η = 0.18. The inset graph shows the observed spectra at different
indices.

Fig. 4. Amplitude of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) as a function of refrac-
tive index. Squares are experimental points and the solid line is the theoretical
prediction. The inset shows the FFT as a function frequency for different indices.

shrinks as the RI increases. The calibration curve, i.e., visibility
as a function of RI, is shown in the figure. The dotted line shown
in the figure is the theoretical value calculated from Eq. (5)
with η = 0.18 which is turn was calculated from Eqs. A7 and
A8 provided in Ref. [42]. It can be noted the good agreement
between experiment and theory.

As the dependence of V on ne is nonlinear in the region around
1.1, we explored other possibilities to extract information of
RI from the interference patterns. We found that by means of
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) the nonlinear response can be
eliminated. In Fig. 4 we show the amplitude of the FFT as a
function of ne . The FFT was taken from the spectra shown
in the inset of Fig. 3. In the Fourier domain, a single peak was
observed. The amplitude of the FFT is the height of such a peak;
it is not affected by the shift of the interference pattern. Again,
the calibration curve agrees well with the theoretical value of the
FFT amplitude. Note the linear response of the FFT amplitude
(Fn) as a function of ne .

By normalizing, i.e., by considering that Fn = 1 when ne =
1, Fn as a function of ne can be expressed as

Fn = 1 − Sn (ne − 1) . (6)
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Fig. 5. (a) Spectra observed at different refractive index. The cavity length
was ∼20 μm. (b) Visibility (dots) and FFT amplitude (squares) as a function
of refractive index. The solid and dashed lines are the calculated curves by
assuming d = 20 μm and η = 0.18.

This means that the calibration of our microrefractometer re-
quires knowledge of only one value (the refractive index of air).
We believe that such calibration is straightforward. Note from
Fig. 4, we can see that Sn = 1/ (np − 1). Thus, when ne = np ,
Fn = 0. Sn is the RI sensitivity. This means that the sensitivity
of our microrefractometer and the measuring range can be tuned
with the polymer RI. Thus, a refractometer with microcap made
of low-index polymer will have higher sensitivity and narrower
measuring range than one with a cap made of high-index poly-
mer. The FFT amplitude can be determined with high precision;
thus, the estimated resolution of our refractometer is 10−4 over
the whole measuring range. Such a resolution is high enough
for most industrial applications.

We also fabricated some samples with single mode fiber
at 850 nm (780 HP from Thorlabs). The cleaving of such an
SMF was also made with the cleaver aforementioned. The
cleave angle was again 0.5°. The deposition of the polymer
on the fiber facet was carried out with the process described
above. The advantage in this case is the low cost of the mid-
resolution spectrometer necessary to interrogate the devices. As
the wavelength is shorter the period of the interference pattern is
shorter.

Figure 5(a) shows the spectra of a sample with a cap of
d ∼20 μm for different values of ne. Note that maximum visi-
bility is achieved when ne = 1. The visibility and FFT amplitude
as a function of ne are shown in Fig. 5(b). Again, our theoretical
results agree well with the experimental ones. The dependence
of the FFT amplitude on ne can also be described with Eq. (6),
the only difference is the value of the np at λ = 850 nm.

Fig. 6. (a) Reflection spectra observed at different temperatures. λm is the
position of a maximun of the interference pattern. (b) Position of λm and FFT
amplitude as a function of temperature. Squares (heating) and dots (cooling)
are triangles (heating) are experimental values. The solid and dashed lines are
theoretical predictions. The cavity size was 40 μm.

The temperature effect on our devices was also studied. Tem-
perature (T) modifies the RI of the polymer and the size of the
cavity as follows:

np(T ) = n0(T0) + (∂np/∂T )T =T0 (T − T0) (7)

d(T ) = d0(T0) [1 + αT (T − T0)] (8)

In Eq. (7) and (8), (∂np)/∂T is the thermo-optic coef-
ficient (TOC) and αT is the thermal expansion coefficient
(TEC). For the NOA81, the TOC = −1.83 × 10−4 and the
TEC = 2.4 × 10−4 .

Figure 6(a) shows the interference patterns of a sample with
d = 40 μm at different temperatures. The position of a local
maximum of the interference pattern is denoted as λm. It can
be observed that as the temperature increases the interference
pattern shifts to longer wavelengths. Fig. 6(b) shows the position
of λm as a function of temperature. The calibration curve gave
us a temperature sensitivity of 197 pm/°C. In the figure, we also
show the FFT amplitude (FT) as a function of temperature.

From the figure, we get the following relationship between
FT and temperature (T):

FT = 1 − SFT(T − T0) (9)

In Eq. (9), SFT is the thermal sensitivity and we have assumed
that the FFT amplitude at temperature T0 = 25 ◦C is 1.

From the calibration curve shown in Fig. 6, SFT = (1 −
FTx)/(Tx − T0), with Tx an arbitrary temperature and FTx the
value of the FFT amplitude at Tx. In our case SFT was found
to be −0.004/°C. Although the FFT amplitude changes little
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with temperature, it can cause errors in the measurements of RI.
Thus, the amplitude of the FFT when ne and T change can be
expressed as:

FnT (ne, T ) = 1 − [Sn (ne − 1) − SF T (T − T0)] . (10)

It is interesting to note that ne does not shift the interference
pattern, but temperature does. Therefore, by monitoring the shift
of the interference pattern, or the position of λm, T can be known,
hence FnT and the external refractive index at any temperature.
Therefore, the microrefractometer here proposed can be self-
temperature compensated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an accurate interferometric fiber optic
refractive index sensor which has micrometer size. Our sen-
sor provides linear response, broad refractive index measuring
range, and high sensitivity over the whole measuring range. The
fabrication of the sensors is simple and reproducible. An im-
portant advantage is that they operate at the well-established
telecommunications wavelengths. In our microrefractometers,
the key element is an off-center polymer microcap bonded onto
the facet of a single mode optical fiber.

We believe that the devices here proposed can be useful in
several applications that demand ultra miniature refractive index
meters. For example, they can useful to monitor index of liquids
inside micro-fluid channels or in other small spaces.

Their passive nature makes them attractive also in industrial
applications. Presently, polymers with tailored optical and phys-
ical properties can synthetized. Therefore, the performance of
the sensors here proposed can be further improved.

Other applications that we foresee are in the field of bio-
chemical sensing. In these applications, polymers permeable to
chemical or biological parameters will be required. Under the
presence of such parameters, the polymer refractive index can
change. Such changes can be detected or monitored with the
techniques reported here.
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